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ABSTRACT 
 
In Libya  unprecedented population growth 
coupled with unplanned developmental activities 
has resulted in urbanization,  these calls  for the 
use of Topographical survey and spatial analysis 
techniques like geographical information system 
(GIS) that   can be used for the planning  purposes  
as  these  enable  the  reporting  of overall sprawl 
at a detailed level. 
The Urban Planning Agency Of Libya (UPA) is 
attend to determine the sprawl areas which fulfill 
certain planning condition based on two factors 
which are (2 building in Hectare and buildings 
area)  In the present, urban sprawl determined in 
coastal area (situated in Tripoli and Benghazi 
regions- State of Libya). 
 
UPA has made a pilot project for selected area 

south of Tripoli city outside the 3
rd generation

 
planning project using the optimum available 
digital topographic data derived from stereo 
plotting of digital p h ot ogr a m m e t r i c  camera   
Vexel   Ultracam_D   based   on   new   capture 
mechanism (delay time exposure) installed on 
Gyros stabilized mount (GSM 3000) in new air 
plan (Sesna 406) and mobilised by computer 
communication navigation system (CCNS4) and 
Inertial measurement unit (IMU), Flight plane has 
made with  3000  fit  for 10.4mm focal length 
Camera to achieve 9cm pixel resolution and to full 
fill Libyan standards in terms of vertical and 
horizontal accuracy specification. 
 
Such amateur and high accuracy topographic data 
can be consider appropriate data in our task to 
take in to the account   the factor of specified area 
of each single building for reliable analysis of 
sprawl assessments. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
One of main   objective  of  science  have  been 
imposed rational and internal  consistency is a 
frame work upon nature this frame work intended 
to help us understand and depict our nature. 
 
GIS tools   technique and its issue can be 
consider appropriate tools to analyse sprawl 
phenomena. Right now, the importance of urban 
studies that can guide more efficient city planning 
policies has increased in the framework of recent 
massive urban sprawl, [1]. 
 
On the other hand, visual image interpretation can 
be very time-consuming and automatic 
classification approaches proposed by research in 
the last few years still face some limitations. These 
limitations are no longer related to the coarse 
spatial resolution of the sensors, because for the 
last ten years imagery from several space-borne 
sensor systems with sub-meter spatial resolution 
have been available [2]. 
 
With the launch of the WorldView-2 (WV-2) 
satellite, for the first time ever, a high spatial 
resolution  space-borne  sensor  with  eight  
spectral bands ranging from blue to the near 
infrared parts of the electromagnetic spectrum 
has been operating [3]. According to its 
manufacturer, the additional Coastal Blue  (400–
450  nm),  Yellow  (585–625  nm),  Red- Edge 
(705–745 nm) and NearIR-2  (860–1,040 nm) 
bands can provide an increase of up to 30% in 
the classification  accuracy,   if  compared  to   
analyses performed  with  only  the  four  
multispectral  bands also available in sensors like 
the GeoEye 1, Ikonos or the QuickBird-2 (QB-2) 
[3]. 
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OBJECTIVES 
 
 

-  The main objective of the study was to identify 
the of urban sprawl boundary based on two  
planning factor through geographic information 
systems techniques; 
These objectives are attained through the 
following approach: 
 
- Creation of GIS layers: derived from selecting 
features by attributes Structured Query Language 
(SQL) ,which consider a powerful language to 
define one  or  more  criteria  that  can  consist  of  
attributes, operators, and calculations. 
 
-    Implementation of GIS    techniques using 
(Topographic data) with certain Planning 
conditions to identify the appropriate built up 
area   for urban planning scheme. 
 
 

METHODOLOGY 
 
TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY AIRCRAFT, CAMERA AND 
GPS EQUIPMENT 
 
The aerial photography was acquired with the 
Vexcel UltraCam D digital camera. 
 
The  utilised  flight  management  and  control  
system was Applanix’ PosTrack 5 system, which is 
based on an Applanix PosAV 510 IMU/GPS unit 
and Track’Air flight management software. 
The  actual  onboard  GPS  unit  is  a  pair  of  dual 
frequency Z-Xtreme Ashtech receivers. The ground 
based GPS base station consisted of a Garmin 
76S / 12XL and dual frequency Lieca 1200 
receiver, Lieca 500 receiver. 
 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY MISSION 
 
The aerial Photography was flown on 17 January 
2007, Ground sample distance: 10 cm 
Forward overlap : 70%   and Side overlap : 30%   , 
Horizontal Datum :Libyan Geodetic Datum 2006) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The point Measurements 
 

  
 Element / Block  T06  
 

Mean photo scale 
 

10428 

 
No. of used photos 

 
1122 

 
No. of horizontal gcp 

 
45 

 
No. of vertical gcp 

 
66 

 
Used points per photo - median 

 
543 

 
No. of used points in block 

 
134550 

 
No. of observations [equations] 

 
1209133 

 
No. of unknowns 

 
410516 

 
  Redundancy   

 
         798617   

 
Digital aerial triangulation measurements were 
performed using feature-based and least-squares 
matching for tie point extraction. After block 
setup, the MATCH-AT software automatically 
determined a large number of tie points in the 
images, using very accurate image correlation 
techniques in multiple overlaps.  Digital correlation 
techniques enabled the positioning of pixels to an 
accuracy of better than 0.1 to 0.2 pixels in good 
condition, accuracy superior to those achievable 
using manual visual methods. This technique 
allowed each frame to be tied to adjacent frames 
with a large number of points (statistics table). 
 
Control point Residuals Tripoli block T06 
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After a complete run of the matching for a block, 
bad observations based on image residuals, and 
the weak areas were identified. In the second 
stage, all the main weak areas were corrected. 
For the weak areas, new sub-blocks were 
defined and after introducing the required manual 
measurements, the image matching were run 
again, thus the previously weak areas corrected. 
 
The lack of well-distributed tie points in these 
areas was compensated by manual tie point 
measurements, to maintain the accuracy. 
 
Principles of Bundle block Adjustment  
 
The objective of using the Bundle Block 
Adjustment method is to georeference the images 
of a block through a single process, as a spatial 
intersection of the projection centres, with a 
simultaneous spatial retro intersection and points 
on the terrain surface. During the procedure, 
various setups are taken to ensure correct 
modelling of the block in relation to the ground via 
checks. 
 
The final stage of the bundle block adjustment was 
completed   using   the   photogrammetric 
software BINGO 5.3 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The calculation of image orientation parameters 
has been successfully done and obtained values 
for σ0 and standard deviation of object (terrain) 
points can be seen from Table 1. 
 

Element / Block T06 

Sigma naught [μm] 0.66 

X mean Sdev. of object (terrain) points [m] 0.011 

Y mean Sdev. of object (terrain) points [m] 0.011 

Z mean Sdev. of object (terrain) points [m] 0.023 

RMS Control Point Residuals in X [m] 0.055 

RMS Control Point Residuals in Y [m] 0.058 

RMS Control Point Residuals in Z [m] 0.068 

RMS GPS Residuals in X [m] 0.056 

RMS GPS Residuals in Y [m 0.051 

  RMS GPS Residuals in Z [m]     0.062   

  Table 1 
 
Stereo plotting 
 
Hence Aero triangulation, bundle block adjustment 
was completed using the photogrammetric 
software BINGO 5.3 Stereo plotting and 3d feature 
extraction carry on and completed to the final 
stage ,which is GIS Geo database 
 
GIS analysis techniques  
 
The Arc Objects and visual studio program 
language implemented  to customize    GIS 
Modules to  generate  grid  GIS  layer  100*100  
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meters  and establish  blocks  cover  5340  
hectares  for  all  study area, which will be used for  
 
incoming GIS process. Building    layer    derived     
from    photogrammetric method   used   to 
intersect with 1hectar grid for implement certain 
Planning conditions and to locate the a 
appropriate   boundary   for selected urban 
scheme. Moreover using customize a GIS model to 
generate attribute field in the Grid Layer that 
utilized in our calculations to measure all 
 
Buildings in one block and to calculate and find out 
number of buildings for each individual block. 
Creation  of  GIS   layers:  derived   from  selecting 
features  by  attributes  Structured  Query (SQL) 
,which consider a powerful language to define one 
or more criteria that can consist of attributes, 
operators, and calculations. 
 
Quantitative measures of urban form 
 
To begin our evaluation of our study area 
(Tripoli south), we present several measurements   
using ArcMap GIS package   , database attributes 
of buildings area field and spatial location of Grid 
Layer. The   determination of conditional areas 
that based on planning factors (two building in   
one Hectare and buildings area equal to or more 
than 70 meter) can be derived from (QSL). The 
attribute table of Grid layer  allow us to generate 
desirable feature class by using the generated filed 
attribute of building quantity of each single block 
in grid layers, which can be export to new shape 
file 
 

 
 
 
 
 

A definition of each measure and how it was 

computed is provided in table below. 

 

 
 

Assessment of buildings area in sprawl  
 

 
 

% of buildings fir with condition 

 
 

Sprawl blocks interested by 2b/Ha (for certain 
buildings) 
 

 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
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The  result  of  this  study  has  shown  clearly  the 
proximity  of  urban  land  use  which  has  negative 
impacts on the surrounding areas of the city.  
 
Furthermore, in coming years if the growth rate 
isnot put into check there will be shortage of 
resource in  the  city  as  we  consider  this  huge  
quantity  of buildings have been used outside 
master plan. Building area can be consider very 
important GIS planning factors for measure  and 
determine sprawl Phenomena In addition reliable 
topographic data derived by photogrammetric 
method or calibrated very High resolution  satellite  
Imagery   (VHRS)    like world view 2  are  very  
important  for  urban  applications, GIS analysis 
and furthermore reliable assessment. 
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